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BUDAPEST HEIST (HU)

PESTI BALHÉ
comedy

DIRECTED BY BALÁZS LÓTH
PRODUCED BY PÉTER FÜLÖP, BARNABÁS HUTLASSA / GYURGYALAG FILM
Marcell, the rich, successful but unhappy architect is about to have the worst evening of his life.
As if spending his 40th birthday at a dull corporate dinner wasn’t bad enough, his loser childhood friends, that he so successfully avoided in the last 20 years, also show up to celebrate.
However the gang: Vinsz, the talentless artist, Alexa, the carefree dreamer, Guszti, the overly
anxious vet, Jet, the good-for-nothing pest and Adrian, the small-time actor, are not mad at him
anymore and ready to rekindle their friendship.
Suddenly the evening takes a dark and tragic turn that forces Marcell to decide: let his friends
down yet again, or stand up for them and help to pull off the craziest stunt of their lives - sneaking
a painting into the finest art auction in Budapest.
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BULLHORN LULLABY (HU)
MÁS LIGA
dramedy
DIRECTED BY VIKTOR OSZKÁR NAGY
PRODUCED BY MARCELL GERŐ, SÁRA LÁSZLÓ / CAMPFILM
Big, brawny Gyula is a true football fan. The Kinizsi Black Army, a racist, hooligan gang, is his
second family. He has two important people in his life: the leader of the gang, Alex, and his wife,
Mariann, who desperately wants a child.
It turns out that Gyula is infertile, so their only option is to adopt. This plan fails, however, because
Gyula is caught up in a violent street fight. Out of desperation Mariann chooses to go down an
illegal path. She closes a deal with a pregnant Roma teenager who lives in state foster care,
whereby Mariann and Gyula will adopt the girl’s unwanted newborn and pretend that Mariann is
its biological mother.
The crazy plan changes their lives forever.
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CREAM (HU)
HAB

romantic comedy – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY NÓRA LAKOS
PRODUCED BY KATALIN HARRER, PÉTER REICH / GYEREKJÁTÉK PROD.
The love of 34-year-old Dora’s life has broken up with her — or worse: he has remarried. Her only
joy, the pastry shop she owns, also appears to be lost. She makes up her mind to get both her
ex-boyfriend and her pastry shop back, even if it means she has to lie.
Along the way she meets other families as well as her ex-boyfriend’s new wife. These meetings
make her realise the love she is clinging on to has no real basis. Dora stops living in a state of romantic self-pity, puts an end to the lying and opens up to the possibility of a new, real relationship.
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FINAL REPORT (HU)

ZÁRÓJELENTÉS
social drama

DIRECTED BY ISTVÁN SZABÓ
PRODUCED BY PÁL SÁNDOR, ATTILA TŐZSÉR / FILMSTREET LTD.
A renowned professor of cardiology, who in his youth wanted to be an opera singer, returns to
his village after retirement to become the local GP.
In the village he faces unresolved conflicts, the attitude of servitude, how rumours and fake news
can manipulate general opinion, and the intricate network of interdependent relationships.
The only person with whom he can share his troubles is his childhood classmate who is now the
village priest.
He clashes with the mayor of the village over a forest spring falsely claimed to have healing
properties. He is so savagely attacked over the issue that he decides to leave the village.
He needs to seek another path to survive and finally fulfils his youthful ambition of finding himself
through music and song.
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GARBAGE THEORY (HU)
ŰRPIKNIK

dramedy – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY ÁKOS BADITS
PRODUCED BY VIKTÓRIA PETRÁNYI / PROTON CINEMA
Garbage Theory, a dramedy scattered with sci-fi elements, is about friendship, the eternal importance of human relationships, the contingent and banal nature of existence and the power
of love that goes beyond eras, gender and universes through the adventures of an eccentric
couple.
Panna is a lonely university student who is incapable of forming human relationships until Boy,
the self-loathing alien, arrives after receiving the signals she sent to space. Boy tells Panna
that the planet is doomed and he is only interested in saving the one artist he admires, Sarolta
Zalatnay.
The two strangers form a unit. Panna helps Boy to fulfil his plan and, in return, the alien takes her
to the unknown planet. On a night-long adventure, Panna and Boy meet unusual characters and
experience extraordinary situations that open the world up to them.
The third protagonist is Budapest itself, as it swims in the night lights and is portrayed from a
brand new perspective, through Boy’s eyes.
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LAST BUS (HU)
GARÁZSMENET

drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY NÁNDOR LŐRINCZ & BÁLINT NAGY
PRODUCED BY EDINA KENESEI, ÁGI PATAKI / FILMPARTNERS
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
Dénes and Nóra have been trying to adopt a child. They find out that they are going to receive
a baby in a matter of weeks. They celebrate the news with their friends, then take the last bus
home. They are drunk when they start an argument on the bus about whether they are ready to
become parents. Nóra takes offence and gets off the bus, while Dénes travels on home.
When Nóra arrives home, hours later and terribly upset, she tells her husband that she has just
been raped.
The police are very sceptical: they have no evidence or witness. Then, when Nóra’s description
leads the police to the alleged perpetrator, a high-school teacher, events are placed in a different
light. Two equally credible yet totally opposing testimonies stand against each other.
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NO COMMAND (HU)
NINCS PARANCS!
documentary
DIRECTED BY PÉTER SZALAY
PRODUCED BY ANDRÁS PÉTERFFY / DUNATÁJ FOUNDATION
It’s the year 1989, the reinvention of Europe. A regime that has been in power for 40 years
suddenly collapses and borders are redrawn. The cathartic story of the Iron Curtain’s last victim,
Kurt-Werner Schulz, carries the message of forgiveness.
No Command is the parallel story of two lieutenant colonels who, overstepping authority,
allowed the euphoric crowd of East Germans to pass the Hungarian–Austrian border. They are
the officers who were left to their fate by the reigning power — without command.

Photo © Tamás Lobenwein / Páneurópai Piknik’89 Foundation
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PERFECT AS YOU ARE (HU)
ÍGY VAGY TÖKÉLETES

romantic dramedy – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY PÉTER VARSICS
PRODUCED BY TAMÁS LAJOS / SZUPERMODERN STÚDIÓ
In Perfect as You Are, the chance meeting of two people results in a collision between the world
of advertising, publishing and social media.
As the ties between the burnt-out advertiser and the esoteric best-selling author become more
tense, the two become increasingly entangled in the web of their own feelings and in their
well-constructed lies.
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POST MORTEM (HU)
horror / ghost story
DIRECTED BY PÉTER BERGENDY
PRODUCED BY TAMÁS LAJOS / SZUPERMODERN STÚDIÓ
As a result of the destruction caused by World War I and the Spanish flu, countless spirits have
become stranded. Tomás, the young, wandering post-mortem photographer, ends up in a small
Hungarian village in the freezing winter of 1918 after meeting Anna, a 10-year-old orphan. As he
becomes more closely acquainted with the life of the place, he increasingly feels he must get
out — and fast. The noises in the night, the village enveloped in hostility, the strange deaths and
the shadowy figures that appear in his photographs all prompt him to escape. However, a vision
in the night makes Tomás return to the village.
He decides to investigate the ghosts’ intentions and find a way to free himself of them. Anna accompanies Tomás on his dangerous exploration, but they are unable to find any clear answers.
All the while, the spirits wreak greater havoc as each moment passes.
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PREPARATIONS TO BE TOGETHER
FOR AN UNKNOWN PERIOD OF TIME (HU)

FELKÉSZÜLÉS MEGHATÁROZATLAN IDEIG TARTÓ EGYÜTTLÉTRE
drama
DIRECTED BY LILI HORVÁTH
PRODUCED BY DÓRA CSERNÁTONY, LILI HORVÁTH, PÉTER MISKOLCZI
		
/ POSTE RESTANTE
Márta, a 40-year-old neurosurgeon, falls in love. She leaves her shining American career behind
and returns to Budapest to start a new life with the man. But she waits for him in vain at the Liberty
Bridge – he does not appear at the rendezvous.
Márta starts to search for him desperately, but when she finally finds him, the love of her life
claims that they have never met before.
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RAVINE (HU)
HASADÉK

drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY BALÁZS KRASZNAHORKAI
PRODUCED BY PÉTER REICH / AGA MEDIA, GÁBOR SZÁNTÓ / PIPACSFILM
Hungarian obstetrician and soon-to-be father Bálint Grassai left his native village in Maramures,
Romania many years ago to attend medical school in Budapest. He also left behind a son he
never met, the result of a short affair with a local woman.
At Easter, when Bálint returns to bury his father, he is faced with deciding the fate of his abandoned son. Simon is now a self-destructive and rebellious 17-year-old, beholden to local gang
leader Dumitru.
About to become a father again, Bálint is wrenched back into the stark and unforgiving world he
left behind.
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SEVEN LITTLE COINCIDENCES (HU)
HÉT KIS VÉLETLEN
drama
DIRECTED BY PÉTER GOTHÁR
PRODUCED BY ÁGI PATAKI, GÁBOR KOVÁCS / PARTNERSFILM
We call it coincidence when happiness and freedom suddenly appear as hopeless paths encounter. Just as in the case of the heroes of our ironic tale.
Fading into a union of many years, the marriage between Gertrud and Misi is disrupted by Alban,
a former student of Gertrud’s. The couple’s only son Zoli also falls in love with the rebellious girl
from afar. The love between Gertrud and Alban even gives a chance for Misi, left alone, to give
his life a fresh start. Furthermore, the girl’s thirst for freedom brings a new change of course to
their shared life.
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SPIRAL (HU/RO)
SPIRÁL

drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY CECÍLIA FELMÉRI
PRODUCED BY ANDRÁS MUHI, MÓNIKA MÉCS, ERNŐ MESTERHÁZY
		
/ INFORG-M&M FILM WITH HAI HUI ENT.
This is a strange love triangle between a man and two women. It is about letting go, the repetition
of relationships, the attention paid to one another and the difficulty of changing.
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THE STORY OF MY WIFE (HU/DE/IT/FR)
A FELESÉGEM TÖRTÉNETE
drama
DIRECTED BY
PRODUCED BY
		
		

ILDIKÓ ENYEDI
MÓNIKA MÉCS, ERNŐ MESTERHÁZY, ANDRÁS MUHI
/ INFORG-M&M FILM WITH KOMPLIZEN FILM,
MOLIWOOD, PYRAMIDE FILMS

This is a variation on the legend of the Flying Dutchman set in the 1920s. The sea captain Jacob
Störr makes a bet with a friend that he will marry the first woman who enters the café. In walks Lizzy.
Milán Füst’s novel was first published in Hungary in 1942 but was only translated into English in
the late 1980s, when it became a literary sensation.
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TAMAS BARTA, THE LEGEND (HU)

SIESS HAZA, VÁR A MAMA
documentary

DIRECTED BY ESZTER HAJDÚ
PRODUCED BY SÁNDOR MESTER / MIRADOURO
Tamas Barta was a legendary rock guitarist of the 70s. He was born in Budapest in 1948 and
emigrated to the United States in 1974, where he was killed in 1982 in mysterious circumstances.
In Hungary he was the best rock guitarist of his generation, but his dream was to emigrate and
live in the States, which was illegal at the time.
The film is based on the audio letters that for several years Barta and his mother wrote and then
read out to each other on cassettes between Budapest and Los Angeles. There are also private
archives from the 70s in Budapest and Los Angeles showing the two different worlds, as well as
interviews with musicians, experts and Barta’s own family members and friends.
Did Barta find what he was looking for in the Western world where he could speak and live freely? Did he manage to build a new life for himself without the control of the dictatorship and of his
intense mother? How and why did he die?
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THINGS WORTH WEEPING FOR (HU)
A LEGJOBB DOLGOKON BŐGNI KELL
comedy/drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY CRISTINA GROSAN
PRODUCED BY JUDIT STALTER / LAOKOON FILMGROUP
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
Maja’s life is finally coming together and her boyfriend couldn’t be more pleased. In the midst of
moving out of their student flat, Maja’s evening takes a surprising turn when she stumbles upon
the body of an old relative. As she waits for the authorities, Sára, Maja’s childhood friend, joins
her. Hours pass and they’re stuck with the dead body. Absurd situations arise. Are they allowed
to eat next to a dead person? Did the woman just move her hand?
This unexpected and long night acts as a catalyst for Maja. In spite of how satisfying her perfect
relationship and 30-year mortgage may seem, she’s not happy in this new adult life. Maja takes
off, disappears into the street and out into the unknown. It’s the most adult thing she can think
of right now.
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TOBIAS (HU)

EGY FIÚ

documentary – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY ALEXA BAKONY
PRODUCED BY GÁBOR OSVÁTH, ILDIKÓ SZŰCS / FILMFABRIQ
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
In the middle of nowhere is a tiny village in Hungary where the Tuza family lives. After the shock
of Tobias’ desire to change sex, it was obvious to all members of the family that they had to support him. However, his mother Eva silently suffocates from the idea of losing the girl she raised;
meanwhile, Tobias has to become independent of his past self. His task is not only to become a
man, but also to become an adult. He and his mother have to fight with state bureaucracy and
with being judged by their community, but mostly with their own biggest fears. Behind the hidden
tension between the two is a spectrum of emotions about release and acceptance.
Can the Tuza’s love survive this transition?
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TOXIKOMA (HU)

TOXIKOMA
drama

DIRECTED BY GÁBOR HERENDI
PRODUCED BY GÁBOR HERENDI, GABRIELLA ILLÉS / TOXIKOMA FILM
Toxikoma is based on the memoirs of Győző Szabó in which the two lead characters, a drug
addict alpha male and Dr. Imre Csernus, a psychiatrist playing God, flex their muscles, challenge
each other and finally become friends.
The story outlines the most difficult years of a young man moving from the countryside to Budapest, for years falling further and further in the world of drugs. Upon his arrival in Budapest,
Győző worked as a waiter, a graphic artist, a toy maker and also ventured into the swirling world
of actors. He eventually ends up in a wild, seemingly eternal heroin spiral, with everything falling
apart around him: family, work, future - but finally he decides on the tapering-off cure. It is during
this cure that he meets the psychiatrist Dr. Csernus.
The film is about the fight between the egos of two dominant males who need to realise that they
can only progress together.
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WILD HORSES
– A Tale from the Hungarian Steppe (HU/DE/AT/SE)
VADLOVAK – Hortobágyi mese
wildlife documentary
DIRECTED BY ZOLTÁN TÖRÖK
PRODUCED BY WILD TALES PROD.
Filmed entirely in nature with untamed animals, this is the story of a wild foal born on the endless
Hungarian steppe. The little foal has to learn the laws of the wilderness quickly, but also of who
is friend and who is enemy in the herd. Her life depends on it.
There are aggressive stallions ready to destroy her family. Luckily, true friendship and love help
bring her little group together, which also help her to survive the hard times in this beautiful but
often unforgiving land.
The grasslands are full of life too, where eagles, foxes and gigantic spiders all call this land home,
and where millions of birds migrate just above our four-legged heroes.
We see this place through the eyes of our little foal, who leads us into the unique world of the
wild horses.
The crew spent three years on location to capture never-before-seen moments of the life of
Przewalski’s horses, the world’s only true wild horses.
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WILD ROOTS (HU)
KÜLÖN FALKA

drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY HAJNI KISS
PRODUCED BY JULI BERKES & BALÁZS ZACHAR / PROTON CINEMA
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
Ex-con Tibor works as a bouncer in a club. He has financial difficulties, and because of his vehement nature, is always in conflict with everything and everyone. He and his wild daughter have
not seen each other for seven years. The 12-year-old Niki lives with her grandparents, who are
unable to discipline her. When she finds out that Tibor has been released from prison, she goes
looking for him despite being forbidden to do so. The reunion prompts Tibor to face his past and
the responsibilities of being a father.
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CAPTIVES
FOGLYOK

2019, 87 min.
Historical Drama
DIRECTED BY KRISTÓF DEÁK
PRODUCED BY GÁBOR OSVÁTH, LÁSZLÓ DREISSIGER / FILMFABRIQ
In 1951 Budapest, the communist secret police shows up at the door of an ordinary family - but
instead of deporting them, the officers move in and lock them up in their own home. And anyone
else who comes knocking on the door ... Days go by without any explanation as secrets, lies and
paranoia soon begins to unravel the growing number of captives in the apartment.
An incredible but true story from Academy Award winning director Kristóf Deák (Best Live Action
Short Oscar for Sing, 2017).
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COMRADE DRACULICH
DRAKULICS ELVTÁRS
2019, 95 min.
Black Comedy
DIRECTED BY MÁRK BODZSÁR
PRODUCED BY CSABA PÉK, ATTILA TŐZSÉR / DRAKULICS PROD.
A vampire tale set during the Cold War. At the beginning of the 70s, the People’s Republic of
Hungary organises a blood-drive for Vietnam, which is at war with the United States. As the guest
of honour, a vampire sets foot on the communist country’s soil. A young couple who works for
the Hungarian secret police is assigned to monitor the stranger and to find out the secret behind
his eternal youth.
During the vampire hunt, a love triangle sparks and everyone has to choose between love,
blood and communism.
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EDEN (HU/RO/BE)
ÉDEN

2019, 153 min.
Drama
DIRECTED BY ÁGNES KOCSIS
PRODUCED BY JÓZSEF BERGER, JUDIT SCHMIDT / MYTHBERG
		FILMS WITH LIBRA FILM & WFE
A film about humankind having nowhere to escape from itself.
Éva is allergic to all kinds of chemical substances, air pollution, radio waves and electronic fields.
She needs to live in total isolation and can have no contact with her environment. The slightest
mistake may cause her death. Her only relations are with her brother and the doctors continuously experimenting on her. One day a psychiatrist comes to investigate if her illness is real or
exists only in Éva’s mind.
Will love be able to save her?
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FOMO

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
2019, 91 min.
Drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY ATTILA HARTUNG
PRODUCED BY PETRA IVÁNYI & ISTVÁN MAJOR / FILMTEAM
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
Gergő and his teenage friends are into three things: partying, sex, and their online following. One
night, at a party, Lilla falls victim to the boys. A dare gets out of hand and the youngsters’ world
changes forever overnight.
#party #sexy #shame #challenge #girls #summer #swag #bdfcknpst #bff #hungary #fun #rage
#followme #FALKA_channel.
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THE INVENTOR
A FELTALÁLÓ
2019, 120 min.
Documentary
DIRECTED BY BENCE GYÖNGYÖSSY
PRODUCED BY BARNA KABAY / PROJEKT FILM
The Inventor explores the most dramatic period in the life of Dr. József Béres as it examines the
exciting story of his invention of Béres Drops.
Full of emotion and thrilling scenes, we follow the stubborn researcher’s ongoing battle with the
hostile authorities and at the same time receive an all-too-real depiction of Hungary of the sixties
and seventies, its (dis)functioning socialism and the lies and deceit that weave a web of control
throughout every strata of society.
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ON THE QUIET
SZÉP CSENDBEN

2019, 80 min.
Drama – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY ZOLTÁN NAGY
PRODUCED BY GÁBOR OSVÁTH, LÁSZLÓ DREISSIGER / FILMFABRIQ
		
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION
18-year-old Dávid is the lead violinist in his music conservatory’s orchestra. His mentor and their
conductor Frigyes is sort of a father figure for Dávid. Nóri, a freshman student joins the orchestra
at the end of the school year. She enjoys Frigyes’ unlimited attention, thus making her unpopular
among her peers, but Dávid soon finds out that the 14-year-old girl’s suspiciously close relationship with their 60-year-old conductor is more than what it seems…
While looking for the truth, Dávid’s life soon starts to spiral out of control as he faces tough decisions and the adult society’s negligence.
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LIQUID GOLD
FOLYÉKONY ARANY
2019, 78 min.
Documentary
DIRECTED BY TAMÁS ALMÁSI
PRODUCED BY JULIANNA UGRIN / ÉCLIPSE FILM
The Aszú of Tokaj, a sweet wine of Hungary, was once cherished by King Louis XIV, Queen
Victoria, Peter the Great, Goethe and Beethoven. But the world has since forgotten the noble
Aszú; two world wars, the enforced collectivisation of the Communist regime and the deadly
filoxera epidemic had all wreaked havoc on the vines. Three men: István Szepsy, the scion of
a great Hungarian wine-making family, András Bacsó, the managing director of Oremus, and
László Alkonyi, a once-successful stock broker who fell in love with wine-making and moved to
Tokaj. One shared obsession: to return the Great Wine to its place on the most important tables
of the world.
The men set the bar high: to make the world’s best, 100% naturally produced sweet wine. Battling
nature’s whims and competing with global powers, could they better the grandest international
wine producers and restore the Aszú to its former glory?
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NEITHER WITH YOU
SEVELED

2019, 90 min.
Comedy, Romance
DIRECTED BY DÉNES OROSZ
PRODUCED BY ATTILA TŐZSÉR, DÉNES OROSZ / A2O PROD.
Gergő’s mother is obsessed with having a grandchild. She has a serious heart disease and has
only days left to live. To give his mum some joy during her final hours, Gergő asks his neighbour
Saci, who is five months pregnant, to visit his mother in hospital with him and tell her that she is
carrying his child. It all goes smoothly, but a new heart arrives, and his mum is operated. Therefore, Gergő and Saci are forced to play the roles of the loving couple.
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THOSE WHO REMAINED
AKIK MARADTAK
2019, 84 min.
Drama
DIRECTED BY BARNABÁS TÓTH
PRODUCED BY MÓNIKA MÉCS, ERNŐ MESTERHÁZY / INFORG-M&M FILM
Having survived the camps, 42-year-old Aldo lives a solitary life as a doctor in Budapest. 16-year
old Klara lives reluctantly with her great-aunt, holding on to hope that her father and mother will
return. She meets Aldo, and soon the two of them find something in each other that has long
been absent in their lives.
As they grow closer and closer, the joy in both of their lives slowly returns. But as the Soviet
Empire rises to power in Hungary, their pure and loving father-daughter relationship is misunderstood and frowned upon.
A lyrical story of the healing power of love in the midst of conflict, loss and trauma, Those Who
Remained reveals the healing process of Holocaust survivors through the eyes of a young girl
in post-World War II Hungary.
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TALL TALES
APRÓ MESÉK
2019, 112 min.
Thriller, Drama
DIRECTED BY ATTILA SZÁSZ
PRODUCED BY TAMÁS LAJOS / FILM POSITIVE PROD.
1945, Hungary. Shortly after the end of World War II, when chaos and insecurity reign supreme in
the country, a con man tries to take advantage of such confused times. Forced to flee Budapest,
he is given shelter in the woods by a mysterious woman and her son. Still trying to confront his
demons, he soon finds himself in a passionate love affair with the woman whose husband is
about to return home from the front.
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VALAN

VALAN - AZ ANGYALOK VÖLGYE
2019, 97 min.
Thriller – FIRST FEATURE
DIRECTED BY BÉLA BAGOTA
PRODUCED BY LÁSZLÓ KÁNTOR / MATRIX FILM
Péter investigates a sex-trafficking ring as a big city cop in Brasov. He has dedicated his life to
finding women who have disappeared, and he sees his sister Juli in every girl he saves. Juli disappeared twenty-two years ago in their hometown, Valan, in the ensuing chaos of the Romanian
Revolution of 1989.
Péter has to return to the Transylvanian mining town after receiving a phone call that the body
of his sister might have been found among the pines on a snow-capped mountain. His personal
investigation in Valan not only forces him to confront a crime rate that is stifling the town, but it
also takes him back to the labyrinth of the past where he must face his own demons.
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BREAK
SZÜNET
(2019, 13’)
DIRECTED BY		LEVENTE KÖLCSEY
PRODUCED BY		BALÁZS ZACHAR
/ PROTON CINEMA, JUDIT ROMWALTER / SPARKS

16-year-old Zoli is about to be taken out of school
by his parents, to make him work for the family.
For the headmaster the procedure is just an administrative routine which he’d better get over
with in the break between two classes. Zoli is not
willing to accept that his future is decided by others without asking him.
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EARWORM
SZABADOK

In 1956, a young Hungarian man tries to help the
Soviets put down the Revolution in Budapest, but
he just can’t get a favourite old song out of his
head.

REBIRTH

ÚJJÁSZÜLETÉS

(2019, 18’)

(2019, 12’)

DIRECTED BY		SZILÁRD BERNÁTH
PRODUCED BY		ANDRÁS MUHI,
GÁBOR FERENCZY / MHT PRODUCTION

DIRECTED BY		LINDA DOMBROVSZKY
PRODUCED BY		ISTVÁN MAJOR,
BORBÁLA MIHÁLYFY / FILMTEAM

A true story of a prisoner of the Siberian Gulag
about hope. About hope, that during the cruellest
suffering we can stay human beings.
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ANIMATIONS
DUNE
DŰNE

(2020, 4’)
DIRECTED BY		GÁBOR ULRICH
PRODUCED BY		FERENC MIKULÁS
/ KECSKEMÉTFILM, ANDRÁS MUHI / FOCUSFOX

The voices as witnesses. They are leached by
memories and half-dreams. It’s indecisive, if they
were real. Waving between imagination and reality. Rocking images in the mind, pulsating, dark
feelings. A terrible secret in the wind in our cells.
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MATCHES

A lonely boy, playing with colourful matchsticks,
talks about his dreams, fears and hopes. The
matchsticks bring his visions to life.
Matches is based on an interview with a 7-year-old.

THE LAST SUPPER
AZ UTOLSÓ VACSORA

(2019, 11’)

(2019, 10’)

DIRECTED BY		GÉZA M. TÓTH
PRODUCED BY		ÉVA M. TÓTH
/ KEDD ANIMATION STUDIO

DIRECTED BY		FERENC RÓFUSZ
PRODUCED BY		ZSÓFIA HAJDÚ,
FERENC RÓFUSZ / RÓFUSZFILM

The idea of producing an animated rendition of
Leonardo da Vinci’s “The Last Supper”, one of
the greatest treasures of our western culture that
illustrates the most venerated saga, is to inspire
sentiment towards this unequalled masterpiece.
To make this painting-animation, Oscar winner
Ferenc Rófusz (The Fly, 1981) intended to bring the
attention to the sad fact that is the unstoppable
perishing of this fresco.
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